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SIOEN INDUSTRIES NV, FOUNDED IN 1960

World market leader in
coated textiles

European market leader 
in technical apparel

Our business in brief

Net sales 2013: 323.0 m € I FTEs: 4 011 I 31 legal entities I In 15 countries I 
Sales in 80+ countries

Specialist in 
fine chemicals

shareholders’ structure

2013 SALES bREAkDOWN STOCk QUOTED

by geography by division

PROTECTION THROUGH INNOVATION

Chemicals: 12.1%

Sioen family: 63.38%
Public: 30.64%

Sioen Industries NV: 2.64%

ING Groep NV: 3.34%

Apparel: 30.5%

Coating: 57.4%

3 DIVISIONS
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1I Letter to the stakeholders

Dear Reader,

Welcome to our annual report for 2013. 

You probably don’t realize it, but Sioen is very 

present in your daily life. We dress  the fireman, 

the ambulance man, the surgeon in the operating 

theater, the policeman in the street, the gardener, 

the dustman, the airport employee, the postman 

and the courier. Additionally, with side curtains 

and trailer roofs, marquees and large architec-

tural structures in technical textiles, sunblinds and 

roofings, advertising banners and so much more, 

we are omni-present in your life. Sioen is truly 

everywhere: in your house, in your garden, in the 

streets, in the forests and the fields, during your 

sports activities and at work. Yes, even into your 

cup of tea and in your beer.

1I A year of consolidation 

2013 was in all areas, a transitional year for Sioen 

Industries. A year in which we consolidated our  

turnover and laid the foundation for new growth.  

The group realized sales from continuing opera-

tions of EUR 323.0 million, a status quo compared 

to last year.

The gross margin increased from 47.68% in 2012 

to 48.89%. Over 2013, the operating result from 

continuing operations amounted to EUR 23.8 mil-

lion compared to EUR 24.2 million in 2012. Our EbT 

increased by 2.6% to EUR 19.9 million. The EbITDA 

decreased by 2.4% to EUR 40.8 million.

These results for Sioen Industries have a broad 

base. All three of our divisions were profitable. 

The apparel division reached record heights. Once 

again, we kept strict control over expenditures. 

These are good  results, they allow us again to pay 

a solid gross dividend of EUR 0.33 per share (com-

pared to EUR 0.31 per share last year).

2I A year of innovation

The multi-disciplinary R&D team, works daily on 

the development of new products. but they are not 

alone. Innovation thrives us at every level in the 

company. We expect every employee to contribute 

to this search for new products and processes. 

This year, we signed a number of NDA (Non Dis-

closure Agreements) and we worked on new pro-

ducts such as workwear (acquisition of Van Ochten 

bedrijfskleding), backings for floor systems and 

transparent technical textiles. 

You can read all about our new developments on 

pages 24 and 25 of this annual report. 

We also want to show our daily contribution to 

sustainable development with figures and con-

crete actions. We want to share with you the efforts 

that we have undertaken for  so many years. 



3I A year of sustained communication

In this edition, we’d like to put, more than ever, the 

social relevance of Sioen Industries in the spotlight.

Our story begins in 1960. My parents established  

the basis of who and what we are in Roeselare (b) 

and finally in Ardooie (b), our current headquarters. 

Our curiosity,  globalisation, new opportunities and 

our customers, have enabled us, since then, to grow 

beyond our borders.

Today we operate in 15 countries and sell in more 

than 80 countries. We employ 4 011 people world-

wide, including 856 in belgium. The political, eco-

nomic and social realities, wherever we operate, 

give a specific dimension to our mission and val-

ues.

•	Our goal for  our products is to meet the 

needs of society. We continuously emphasise 

pro duct development and innovation and 

are market leaders in our industry. Protection 

through in-novation is our company slogan 

and we want to act accordingly. Our goal is to 

produce high quality, technical and innovative 

products in all our divisions. 

•	Employment within Sioen is synonymous with 

self-development and well-being, anywhere in 

the world. 

In addition we want all our employees to feel safe 

and respected. We focus on motivating people 

since people make the difference. 

•	Moreover, we manufacture  in a sustain able 

manner, respect people and the environ-

ment, work proactively and go beyond what is 

required by law. 

4I On our way to many good years

All these challenges motivate us. We want to per-

form well in all areas and be precursors. We want 

to grow, be profitable , innovate, make a difference. 

It’s in our DNA. This is who we are.

We hope you enjoy reading this annual report.

Michèle Sioen - CEO Sioen Industries
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What matters to whom?
More than 15 000 persons visited our headquarters during the last 4 years: customers, 
suppliers, shareholders, journalists and analysts, end users, NGOs, politicians, professors and 
students. From all over the world, men and women, of different ages. Our stakeholders. Their 
input was crucial to achieve the matrix below. We mapped the 20 most relevant topics.

Sioen’s concern
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quality

service

open innovation

tailor-made

cost efficiency/ value for money

basic needs

end-user safety & protection

working conditions

climate & renewable energy

ecological footprint

waste reduction

energy efficiency

human rights

traceability

expertise

raw material scarcity

skills & competences/ training & coaching

open dialogue

transport of goods

no corruption

WHAT
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1I Customers

We provide our customers with high quality pro-

ducts and services at competitive prices. We have 

to meet our customers’ demands and win and 

maintain customers’ trust.

2I End users

We protect and equip our end users with high 

quality conformant products.

3I Employees

We offer our employees an attractive, safe and 

healthy working environment where there is room 

for personal development, creativity, responsibility 

and career opportunities.

4I Shareholders

We protect their investment and every year pro-

vide them with an acceptable return.

5I Suppliers and contractors

We build partnerships and mutually beneficial 

relationships with our suppliers and contractors 

through transparent dialogue.

6I R&D partners

We aim to engage in meaningful exchanges of 

ideas with universities, professional associations 

and think tanks, in order to design tomorrows 

products. The dialogue we have with our R&D part-

ners is a crucial part of our innovation plan. 

7I Society

Sioen companies work in a wide variety of chang-

ing social, political and economic environments. 

We aim to do business by respecting laws, suppor-

ting human rights, respecting the environment 

and by creating additional employment.

OUR STAkEHOLDERS

This annual report is for you, our stakeholder. An answer to your questions. 20 topics as shown in a 

matrix on page 6 are discussed in this annual report. Our aim is, in addition to informing you on our 

financial data, to give you an insight into our social, ecological and economical topics. However, it is pos-

sible that some figures are not (yet) available or, for competitive reasons are not or only partially com-

municated.
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Mission statement
We will continuously optimise the conversion of chemicals, customised technical fabrics, foil 
sheets, technical apparel. We will focus on global B-to-B customers and professional users 
in order to assure continuity, risk spreading and profitable growth for all our stakeholders. 
We will do the above in a dynamic environment, through flexible and quick response to 
the market, focused R&D efforts and a global sales and production presence. In addition, 
we will develop environmental friendly coating and converting technologies to set a win-
ning standard for primarily green safety and protective products to create sustainable 
profitable growth.

Vision
We aspire to be the world market leader in technical textiles and technical apparel, 
protecting people and their belongings. 
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Strategy
We will do so through:

1I Investing in vertical and horizontal integration of all our activities 
    (page 18 and 19 of this annual report)
2I Investing in global sales and production (page 20 and 21 of this annual report)
3I Investing in focused R&D efforts (page 22 to 26 of this annual report)
4I Investing in skilled and qualified people (page 27 to 29 of this annual report)
5I Investing in the environment (page 30 to 33 of this annual report)

Annual report Corporate Information

Slogan

Divisions

Products

Vision

Investing in

Protection through innovation

We aspire to be the world market leader in technical textiles and technical apparel, 
protecting people and their belongings. 

Chemicals Coating Apparel

Vertical &

horizontal

integration

R&D
Global 

sales 

production

People Environment

Pastes Yarns Weaving Technical
textiles

Professional Specific LeisureInks Varnishes
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Our core values
All Sioen companies have 4 core values integrity, fairness, honesty and respect in all 
aspects of their business. In return, Sioen Industries expects the same commitment and 
behaviour from all its business partners. 

1I Financial ethics

All business transactions of Sioen Industries must 

be integrated into the accounts of the company in 

accordance with established procedures and laws.

The company’s financial accounts are subjected to 

external audits. 

2I Conflicts of interest

All employees must avoid conflicts of interest bet-

ween their private financial activities and their 

conduct of company business. 

3I bribes

The offering, acceptance and payment of bribes in 

whatever manner are unacceptable practices. 

4I Confidentiality

All employees of Sioen Industries must protect and 

properly use confidential and proprietary informa-

tion, protect the rights of the company and respect 

the rights of others. 

5I Communication

Sioen has always practiced open communication. 

This keeps us in tune with people’s wishes, aspira-

tions and needs. For more information please read 

page 28 of this annual report.

6I Free enterprise

Sioen Industries supports free enterprise. We seek 

to compete on a fair and ethical basis and will not 

prevent others from competing freely with us. 

Our core values are translated in principles that guide our daily practices:
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7I Ethical trading

Sioen Industries is committed to the conduct of an 

ethical business on all levels by acting fairly and 

honestly in all our dealings and by observing the 

highest standards of integrity. To achieve these, 

Sioen Industries utilises the shareholders’ invest-

ments in a sensitive manner while delivering safe 

and quality products to our clients. We comply 

with both the spirit and the letter of legislation 

and submit all our actions to an external audit. 

Tree-Nation is the planting community united 

against climate change.

The UN Global Compact is a strategic policy initia-

tive for businesses that are committed to aligning 

their operations and strategies with ten universally 

accepted principles in the areas of human rights, 

labour, environment and anti-corruption (source: 

www.unglobalcompact.org).
ISO 14001: ISO 14001 sets out the criteria for an 

environmental management system. It maps out a 

framework that a company or organization can fol-

low to set up an effective environmental manage-

ment system. It can be used by any organization 

that wants to improve resource efficiency, reduce 

waste and drive down costs.

ISO 9001: 2008 Quality management systems - 

Requirements are directly audited by a third party.

In 2014, Sioen will work to obtain the STeP certifica-

tion (Sustainable Textiles Production) by Ökotex.

We provide our customers with products that pro-

vide not only a quality guarantee but that ensure 

fair and ethical business. 

Sioen Industries expect its suppliers to adopt sim-

ilar principles to those described above. Not only 

do we expect them to adhere to the above princi-

ples, but also to demand the same from their sup-

pliers and sub-contractors.

See p. 33 of this annual report.
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1907-1993

Our history

1907

Sioen-Sabbe weaving mill in Rumbeke.

1960

Jean-Jacques Sioen forms his own company.

1967

Jean-Jacques’ wife Jacqueline Sioen starts an apparel 

workshop in Roeselare.

1970s

The company continues to grow, despite the oil crisis 

and economic down-turn.

1977

Company moves to a single new site at Ardooie. At 

this stage it employs around 100 people in apparel, 

30 in coating and 20 in sales and administration.

1980

The company expands export and production sites 

in France, Ireland and Tunisia. 

1991

Fire destroys the Ardooie plant. 

RAPID DEPLOYMENT

Important 
events 2013

April 9 and 10th: 2013 

is the year of the tenth 

Fire Fighters theme days 

anniversary.

June 11, 12 and 13th: 

Sioen is present at 

Techtextil with a record 

number of new products.  



PROFITAbLE GROWTH

1993-2000 2000-2013

15

1993

New, state-of-the-art plant inaugurated on the 

Ardooie site. In 1993 it reports sales of EUR 45 mil-

lion and a workforce of 600.

1990s

Sioen continues its expansion, especially in coated 

textiles. Apparel Division opens additional produc-

tion facilities in Indonesia.

1996

Sioen goes public with an IPO on the brussels stock 

exchange. At this stage it has a turnover of EUR 85 

million and 1 500 employees.

2000

At the end of the century Sioen employs 3 400 

people and has a turnover of just under EUR 200 

million a year.

RAPID DEPLOYMENT VERTICAL INTEGRATION PROFITAbLE GROWTH

Annual report Corporate Information

2000

The company continuously invests in new applica-

tions, new processes and techniques and focuses 

on profitability and growth.

20/11/2009

Jean-Jacques Sioen, founder and Chairman of the 

board of Directors of Sioen Industries, unexpect-

edly dies.

2012

Sioen Industries sells its subsidiary Roland Interna-

tional to the Dutch Loadlok Group. 

The companies turnover amounts to EUR 323.0 mil-

lion and now operates 31 subsidiaries in 15 differ-

ent countries. 4 011 people are currently employed 

by Sioen.

2013

All year: Share buyback program.

July first: Sioen takes 

over the Dutch company

Van Ochten bedrijfs-

kleding, a specialist in 

work wear. 

November 5, 6, 7 and 

8th, Sioen exhibits at the 

A&A fair and presents a 

complete range of multi 

norm protective clothing. 

November 7 and 8th: 

Sioen organises an 

“Open House” in

collaboration with 6 

partners. “Everything you 

need to know about technical textiles, printing, 

design, cutting and welding.”

December: 

PT Sungintex, the largest 

production unit of Sioen 

Apparel, receives the pres-

tigious award 

“The best garment company” for the year 2013 by the 

Department of Trade and Industry of Indonesia.
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Demography

GROWING AND AGEING 

POPULATION

NEED FOR 

INFRASTRUCTURE, FOOD

DRINkAbLE WATER, A.O.

Safety

INCREASED SAFETY NEEDS 

FOR PEOPLE & THEIR 

bELONGINGS

Our future 
product focus
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Overall we will focus on:

•	customised	products	

•	high	end,	specialised	products	

•	recyclable/recycled	products

•	integrated	features

•	intelligent	textiles

Taking this into account, we consid-

ered how the world, human popu-

lation, and our businesses are set 

to evolve in the short, medium and 

long term. You will find the conclu-

sions in this annual report. 

From the many active brainstorming 

and business meetings held at all 

levels within the company, we have 

selected five major challenges.
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g • Food:

Food quality coated fabrics, 
food quality protective 
clothing, extreme cold & 
pesticide protection

• Textile architecture: 
Long lifespan, safe, integrated 
features

• Construction: 
Felt & filtration for thermal 
& acoustic insulation, rein-
forcement, scaffolding nets,...

• Health:
Reusable drapes & gowns

• Transport: 
Lighter, safer, more ecological
with integrated features

• Clothing: 
NRbC, riot suits, body 
armours, camouflage

• Truck/ transport: 
Roof reinforcement, security 
systems

Demography - Many studies show that the pop-

ulation of our world will continue to increase and 

life expectation will continue to rise. Obviously 

this calls for appropriate infrastructures, medical 

requirements, and greater need for transport, food 

and drinking water. For Sioen, all this translates 

into a growing focus on developing and produc-

ing technical textiles for tents, buildings, insula-

tion, trucks, wagons and guardrails. For water stor-

age and transport (water tanks), basins, covers and 

technical reinforcement textiles. In technical pro-

tective clothing for agriculture & horticulture, the 

medical world and the food industry.

Safety- People wish to secure and protect them-
selves and their property. Protection, shelter, secu-
rity, safekeeping, safeguarding, ... are words that 
define this need. This translates at Sioen into intel-
ligent solutions for safety and protection. 

Climate- Our climate is changing. Global warming 
is a fact. Periods of drought, increasing numbers of 
tropical cyclones, tsunamis, floods, and forest fires 
threaten us. This translates at Sioen into products 
that protect against weather, wind and disasters. 
We are committed to researching and developing 
products that guard against sun, floods, hurricanes, 
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Climate

EXTREME CIRCUMSTANCES:

DROUGHTS, FIRES, 

STORMS, HEAT FLOODS, 

COLD, A.O.

Energy

SEARCH & NEED FOR 

RENEWAbLE AND 

SUSTAINAbLE ENERGY

SUN, WIND, bIOGAS, WATER

Ecological Footprint

RISING ECOLOGICAL 

AWARENESS, WASTE 

PRObLEM, RECYCLING, 

LEGISLATION ON 

TOXIC ELEMENTS AND 

EMISSIONS, GROWING 

ECOLOGICAL AWARENESS

• Protective clothing: 
Fire fighters clothing, 
immersion suits

• Watertanks

• Oilbooms

• Geotextiles

• Red Cross tents
Emergency units

• Technical textiles for: 
biogas containers, wind mills, 
integrated solarcells, bio & fog 
harvesting, algae growing

• Technical apparel:
Flame retardant, antistatic, 
ATEX protection

• Ecological production
Also read page 30 of this 
annual report

• Ecological products:
Phthalate free, bio-degradable, 
REACH compliant, 
plasticizer-free PVC, recycling, 
garments made from recycled 
materials, recyclable textiles, 
reusable garments vs. single 
use garments

Annual report Corporate Information

wind and rain, as well as protective clothing that 

protects the wearer in extreme (weather) conditions. 

Energy- Main sources are sun, wind, biomass and 

water. This translates at Sioen into products for 

green energy generation. Sioen is already produc-

ing technical textiles for biogas container covers 

and for windmills. Coated fabrics can have many 

functions here, for reusable packaging, air filtra-

tion and huge ventilation hoses for air cooling the 

transformers and rectifiers inside windmills A.O. 

The Apparel Division manufactures protective clo-

thing for those working in and around power sta-

tions, or in risk environments. This fast-growing 

market is one of our top priorities. Our aim is to 

quickly and efficiently develop new products that 

will further strengthen our position here.

Ecological footprint- There is a rising ecological 

awareness in society, acknomledgement of the need 

to address waste, recycling, emissions,… 

This translates at Sioen into producing ecological 

products in an ecological manner.
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We invest in vertical integration
The best way to present our activities, is in mapping them in the supply 
chain below. Because of extensive vertical and horizontal integration, 
our divisions are mutual customers and suppliers. On the other hand, 
they also sell their products to external customers. This mix pushes 
all of our divisions forward.

Spinning
Raw 

materials

Weaving

Geotextile, ropes & hoses,
offshore mooring, conveyor,

narrow fabrics, coated fabrics

Nautical, automotive,
protective & military, filtration, 

industrial fabrics

1st

Element o
f 
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tegy

Element o
f 
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tegy

Element o
f 
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tegy2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Element o
f 
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tegy

Element o
f 

our s
tra

tegy
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Apparel

Pigment pastes, decorative inks, varnish, inks 
for digital printing

Chemicals

Coating

Truck & train, agriculture, bio-energy,
construction, industry, leisure

 & advertising

Nautical, automotive,
protective & military, filtration, 

industrial fabrics

Specific markets, professional market,
leisure market
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We invest in global sales & 
production

1st
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f 
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Element o
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f 
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tegy2nd 3rd 4th 5th
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f 
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f 
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Sales Coating Division

Sales Chemicals Division

Sales Apparel Division

France: 13.2%

Germany: 23.4%

Eastern Europe: 20.1%

Other: 4.6%

Belgium: 6.8%

The Netherlands: 6.0%

UK: 6.2%

Italy: 5.2%

Switzerland: 2.2%

Austria: 0.6%

Scandinavia: 3.1%

Spain: 3.1%

China: 2.7%

USA: 1.0%
Portugal: 1.8%

Ireland: 0.1%

France: 29.7%

Germany: 10.1%

Eastern Europe: 11.0%

Other: 5.6%

Belgium: 19.4%

The Netherlands: 3.7%

UK: 1.5%
Italy: 0.7%

Austria: 14.4%

Scandinavia: 0.4%

Spain: 2.4%

China: 0.1%

USA: 0.4%
Portugal: 0.5%

Hong Kong: 7.9%

France: 24.1%

Germany: 11.3%

Eastern Europe: 1.7%

Other: 3.4%

The Netherlands: 14.2%

UK: 10.0%

Switzerland: 3.1%

Austria: 1.8%

Scandinavia: 1.5%

Spain: 0.6%

USA: 1.7%
Portugal: 0.2%
Ireland: 3.2%

Belgium: 12.7%

Italy: 2.7%
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belgium
Headquarters Ardooie, Mouscron,

Liège, bornem, kerksken, Poperinge

Europe (belgium excluded)
France, Ireland, Portugal, Uk, 

Romania, The Netherlands, 

Germany, Poland, Ukraine

Annual report Corporate Information

10 Sales units

12 Production plants

856 People

7 Sales units

8 Production plants

437 People
Asia
China, Indonesia

Africa
Tunisia

3 Production units

562 People

3 Sales units

2 Production plants

2 156 People
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“Protection through Innovation” is Sioen’s corporate slogan. Along with 
creativity, know-how and quality, it is central to Sioen’s corporate 
culture. Innovation keeps us ahead of the market. To be innovative 
we must know our markets, listen to our customers and foresee 
future needs in society. 

We invest in R&D

1I Company DNA

At Sioen, everyone is supposed to contribute to 

innovation. Every worker and employee is a valu-

able element in our growth. Our hunger for more 

and better is large and is present at every level. In 

our company, we have an open-door policy without 

much hierarchical stages. We communicate directly 

and to the point. All this leads to quick decisions 

and solutions, and a nose for opportunities.

2I R&D department

We are constantly looking for new products that 

meet the requirements of both existing and poten-

tial customers. In addition, we focus on develop-

ing our technologies. We always want to be better, 

faster, more reliable and cost efficient. We source 

new or alternative raw materials. Innovative ingre-

dients or a combination of intelligent materials 

provide new products, greater efficiency and bet-

ter results. We collect and analyse our target mar-

kets and competitors, and undertake operational 

research in order to optimally allocate resources. In 

each of the production facilities we have special-

ists working on their particular fields, which excel 

in mastery of their particular discipline. In this way 

we have researchers and developers at all steps of 

our process supported by an interdisciplinary team 

in the Central R&D ensuring and exploiting all dis-

ciplines. This not only enables but also acceler-

ates the development process in the multiple dis-

ciplines the group is active in. The structure of our 

R&D department is like a spider’s web: centrally 

managed and fully interconnected.

3I Facts and figures for 2013

In 2013, 117 FTE’s were involved in the R&D de-

partment. Sioen Industries invested EUR 5.7 million 

in innovation. This is 1.8% of turnover. Compared 

to last year, this is a status quo. Approximately 

25% of sold products are new products. Those are 

products less than 3 years old. It is our intention 

to maintain these figures for at least the next few 

years, and even to annually increase them.

1st
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f 
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117
5.7

1.8% 
±25% 

persons

mio € investment

on turnover

new products (< 3years)

Spiderweb Structure
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Spiderweb Structure
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Weaving

Spinning

Chemicals

Melt coating

Direct Coating
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OPEN
INNOVATIE

Suppliers

With our suppliers, we have the same open 
approach when it comes to innovation. 
We exchange ideas and knowledge in 
order to produce new products.

R&D department

In 2013 there were 117 people working 
in the R&D department. Total R&D expen-
ditures amounted to 5.7 million euros. 
Activities of the R&D department can be 
depicted in a spider web structure as you 
can read on page 23 of our annual report.

All employees

Everyone who works at Sioen contributes to inno-
vation with an “everything is possible” attitude. All 
divisions, departments and people are like com-
municating vessels. Always in touch with each 
other, giving input and feedback. Open and criti-
cal at the same time. And always straightforward 
and to the point.

Professional associations

We have research and development pro-
jects running with professional associations. 

Creamoda belgian Fashion,Euratex,ESF, 
AVAG, Synamap, Febelsafe, bsif,Confidence 
in textiles, Fedustria, a.o.

Universities and Institutes

Working with universities and think tanks 
frequently brings about innovative solutions. 

Universiteit Gent, Vrije Universiteit brussel, Ifth 
activateur de projets, Cranfield University, ITV 
Denkendorf, FhG, Centexbel, Politecnico Milano,
Tu Eindhoven, IFTH, a.o.

Sioen is an active participant in European (EN)/
International (ISO) standardization working groups. 
Revision of standards is a constant drive for prod-
uct innovation.

Customers

In addition, we work very closely with our 
customers. We listen to them; what they 
want, how they see things and in this way 
develop new products. We learn from our 
customers and in turn, them, from us. 

4I 2013 innovations 

On page 16-17 of this annual report, you can read 

that we are fully committed to products of the 

future. Some of these development projects run 

over a longer period. For other projects, communi-

cation is restricted, as they mostly fall under NDA 

agreements (Non Disclosure Agreements). 

In 2013, we have developed new products for grow-

ing markets with a high added value to our tra-

ditional markets. For the high potential and fast 

growing market of “textile architecture” we devel-

oped the unique dropstop textile. Condensation 

no longer drips, but slides down along the sides of 

the tent or structure. Another revolutionary devel-

opment, is the transparent textile for a.o. green-

houses and rolling doors. 
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Our team of researchers and developers have suc-

ceeded in developing ultralight technical textiles 

for free form tents and tensioned structures.

Technical textile with vegetation makes it possible 

to build vegetative walls in all types of shapes.

In the transportation market, we started selling the 

airtube roof system that keeps rooftops of trucks 

ice-free. 

In June 2013, we launched a new textile touch ran-

ge of fabrics for digital printing. This range is 100% 

PVC free.

For the construction market, we finalized on-going 

developments of reinforcement nets for flat roofs. 

besides this, in 2013 we developed entirely new 

products for backings of floor and ceiling tiles.

For the medical world, Sioen developed medical 

patches.

The paint and glue remover of Richard Colorants 

(part of Sioen Chemicals Division) is a brand new 

product. Decap+ is a gel which does not dissolve 

immediately. 

Net+ is a new product that degreases almost eve-

rything. For indoor and outdoor use and works on 

almost any surface.

Very technical protective clothing such as fire figh-

ter suits, arc protection, bullet and stab protection 

and life jackets are constantly evolving. Fire figh-

ters clothing for the French Ministry of Internal 

Affairs and life jackets for the Irish coastguard are 

only a few examples during 2013.

Sioen took over Van Ochten bedrijfskle-

ding on the first of July 2013. Van Ochten 

bedrijfskleding is a specialized company 

that designs, personalizes and sells high 

quality workwear via distribution to various 

industries (petrochemical workers, wel-

ders, construction workers, a.o.). 
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5I EU projects

• Running

European projects are usually spread over several 

years. You can find the projects started before 

2013 in detail on our website. Those projects are 

Speedkits, I-tex, Ecometex and At Sea. 

In 2013, we field-tested various prototypes with 

successful results. Patents have been taken on the 

prototypes.

Tents, textile walls, flexitanks, biogas tanks, anti-

malaria and anti-bacterial tents, water containers 

(large and small)

Growing algae on technical textiles, buoys, storage 

bags

• New

In 2013, the projects E-patch and Adaptiwall started

Medical patches with a.o. track and trace

Modular insulation

L.E.D. light in textiles

• Submissions

Sioen is working on new projects within the

Horizon 20/20 scope. 

Recycling project

6I New pilot line

In 2013 the R&D department bought a pilot line. 

This machine will be installed in the first weeks of 

January of 2014. The new pilot line will enable us 

to explore new potential markets and make pro-

totype productions of the products of the new 

decade. The line groups some coating techniques 

together and is very useful in research and devel-

opment for prototyping amongst others. 

We would like to thank

Flemish agency for 

Innovation by Science 

and Technology (IWT)

Walloon agency 

for Research and 

Technologies (DGO6) 

European Union’s seventh 

framework program 

(EU FP7)

 for project funding
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We invest in people
The human capital at Sioen Industries is an important link in the expan-
sion of the company. Our employees ensure that promises are kept 
and that our products and services meet customers’ expectations 
and demands. Through many years of dedication, our employees have 
built up a huge fund of skills. They put their heart and soul into their work, 
constantly offering creative solutions and alternatives.
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1I Personnel per division 2013

Approximately 78% of all our employees work in 

the Apparel Division. In our factories in Indone-

sia (where we are active since 1996), Tunisia (since 

1980) and Romania (since 2012), we employ 2 903 

people. Manufacturing garments is labour inten-

sive. Our garments are technically very advanced 

and require the right skills to produce them. 

The coating activities and the production of che-

micals are more capital intensive and are situated 

in Western Europe. 

On page 20 of this annual report, you can see 

where our production facilities and sales offices 

are located.

2I Personnel per country 2013: total 4 011

PEOPLE ARE OUR REAL CAPITAL

• Personnel per country

Coating:16.9%

Apparel: 78.1%

Chemicals: 3.7%

Group: 1.3%

Romania: 5.0%

Tunisia: 14.0%

Uk: 0.1%

Portugal: 0.4%

The Nederl.: 0.2%

Indonesia: 53.4%

belgium: 21.3%

China: 0.4%
Germany: 0.1%

France: 4.1%

Ireland: 0.9%

• Workers & employees per country
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3I Open communication

Sioen is creating a stimulating working climate in 

which those who want to, can develop their abilities 

to the full. Sioen has always practiced open commu-

nication. This keeps us in tune with people’s wishes, 

aspirations and needs. Vacancies are filled internally 

wherever possible. Employees are encouraged to train 

further. Through our various works councils we try 

to communicate openly and in a spirit of confidence 

with personnel representatives. Consultation meet-

ings and additional discussions are held when major 

topics arise. Our level company structure makes it 

easier to listen to people, and we quickly hear new 

ideas, initiatives or grievances. 

4I Training & coaching

This paragraph accompanies the previous one (Open 

Communication). Every employee receives exten-

sive internal support through personal counselling, 

monitoring and/or external training. We encourage 

self-study, training and any kind of advancement. 

5I Loyalty and dedication

We thank all our employees for their dedication 

and skills. At our headquarters in Ardooie, 59 peo-

ple have 10 years or more (and 50 years being the 

longest) length of servive within our company. This 

is an astonishing result we are very proud of. At the 

traditional personnel party at the end of 2013, no 

less than 4 people received an award for more than 

40 years of loyalty.

6I Workplace & social criteria

People working at all levels of our company are to 

be treated with respect and their (human) rights 

have to be continuously protected and promoted. 

We are in contact with experts and consult infor-

mation sources that can help us maintain our com-

mitments towards our employees. 

• Occupational Safety & Health

All our companies have a sustainable approach 

to health and safety. To this end, Sioen Indus-

tries manages these matters as a critical business 

activity. Safety is a core value and safe behaviour 

is encouraged and respected in all Sioen compa-

nies. In 2013 there were 420 days of absence due 

to work-related injury. This represents 0.048% on 

total working days of the group. 

  

Our goals are: 

 › To eliminate work-related injury and ill health.

 › To provide work environments that do not com-

promise the health or safety of each individual.

 › And to ensure that this policy is applied  

throughout the whole organization. 

• Wages, benefits

All our employees receive fair market remunera-

tion in accordance with their responsibilities, 

activities and best industry practice. Wages and 

benefits comply with local norms, legal obliga-

tion and fair dealings. In branches situated in 

emerging countries, Sioen’s employees get higher 

wages than the minimum wage for these coun-

tries. 

Sioen has an employment and remuneration 

committee that advises the board in these mat-

ters. 

 

• Working conditions

Working hours are reasonable with appropriate 

rest and meal breaks provided. We have up to 
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date production plants with modern and appro-

priate facilities such as housing, mosques, recrea-

tion areas, showers and canteens for all workers.

• Human rights

The basis of the policies at Sioen Industries is the 

United Nations Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (UNDHR). We are committed to respect-

ing human rights and refrain from discriminating 

on any basis and engaging in any form of harass-

ment. 

• Child labour

None of the companies belonging to the Sioen 

Industries Group, wherever located, employs di-

rectly or indirectly persons who have not reached 

the legal minimum age.

• Equal opportunities

We are committed to providing an enjoyable, sat-

isfactory working environment without discrim-

ination and with equal opportunities for every 

co-worker. The policy of equal treatment and 

opportunities applies in, but is not limited to 

employment, training, promotion and compensa-

tion. We do not tolerate any sexual or sex-based 

harassment or exclusion in the workplace. 

Women play an important role at management 

level, especially as the wife and three daughters 

of company founder Jean-Jacques Sioen hold top 

management positions. Worldwide, the number of 

women employed in the company is increasing 

every year. In 2013, females represented 69.09% 

of total personnel.

• Non-discrimination

Sioen Industries does not discriminate in employ-

ment or treatment on grounds of race, religion, 

class, caste, language, gender, disability, age, sexual 

orientation, marital status or political affiliation.

• Freedom of association

Employees are free to choose whether or not to 

associate with any legal group or organization in 

their country. 

• Freedom of expression

This is a fundamental human right that reflects in 

the companies’ transparent communication. Top 

down communication through newsletters and 

regular meetings but also bottom up communi-

cation where co-workers can express their opin-

ion and contribute in this way to the companies’ 

effectiveness and to their proper well being. 
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We invest in the environment

In our processes and in our products, we keep in 

mind the importance of lowering our footprint and 

those of our customers. This is translated in very 

concrete actions regarding electricity, gas, water, 

waste and recycling and transport.

In our ethical charter, a wide section is dedicated 

to our environmental policy. Check it online!

1I Electricity

• Use
The group used a total of approximately 81 000 MWh 

in 2013 in its plants in belgium and in France. This 

is a slight increase compared to the previous year. 

The Coating Division is the main user of elec-

tricity within the group. With each year approxi-

mately 95% of total electricity used. 

› Total consumption in 2013

› Consumption per division in 2013

Main use of electricity in our production process is 

to power the machinery at the spinning mill and 

the online coating plant. The increase from 2011 

onwards is due to the increase of capacity in the 

online coating plant. Although EN 16001 is used as 

a management guidance document, it is especially 

the annual (since 2007) external energy audits 

which are the main driving force behind the energy 

saving plan based on the “Audit Covenant” and the 

very similar “accords de branche” (agreements with 

governments).

• Solar energy
Sioen has 33 298 m² of solar panels installed. This 

reduces the yearly CO2 Exhaust by more than 

1 000 000 kg. This covers 10% of the total elec-

tricity needed at headquarters in Ardooie (b). In 

Poperinge (b), the solar panels generate almost 

enough energy to provide in the entire electric-

ity needs of the plant. In bornem (b), 7% of the 

total electricity used is solar energy generated 

through the solar panels on the roof of the plant. 

› Energy production in 2013

A healthy environment is the condition to all life and activity. 
At Sioen Industries, we want to contribute to solving the challenges 
our environment faces today: climate change, search for alternative sources 
of energy, use of less raw material, reduction of waste and emissions, a.o. 
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3I Water

• Water use
In all our plants (b and Fr), we use tap water, ground 

water and rain water. Water never comes in direct 

contact with the production process.

› Cooling water

Also, in the coating units as in the production of 

yarns, pastes and inks we use cooling water. This 

is always a closed circuit. The water that we use 

for this is ground and rain water.

› Nebulizer

In each of our weaving plants, we use water for 

a constant humidity. Water is sprayed over the 

weaving looms. The water that we use for this, is 

ground water.

› Cleaning water

To clean the barrels in the production plants of 

the online coating and chemicals division.

› Sanitary purposes

All plants use water for sanitary purposes.

› Extinguishing water

Rainwater is used as the extinguishing water  

reserve in all our production plants.

• Waste water/ Effluents to water
› Zero discharge status

Two of our production units, have the zero dis-

charge status: the chemicals production plant in 

bornem and the online coating plant in Ardooie. 

This implies that no industrial waste water is dis-

charged but drained to approved processors.

› We discharge all sanitary water.

Annual report Corporate Information

2I Gas

In the same line as electricity use, 92% of the 

groups gas consumption is used by the Coat-

ing Division. Chemicals Division uses 5% and the 

Apparel Division only 3%. Natural gas is used as 

main heating source in the direct and transfer coat-

ing plants. In 2013, we’ve used approximately 72.000 

MWh of natural gas.

› Total consumption in 2013

› Consumption per division in 2013

This was slightly less than the previous year, but 

considerably less (up to 27 %) than the years before. 

This is due to permanent machine optimization that 

resulted in a lower use of gas in the direct coating 

plants in Ardooie (b) and in Flixecourt (F). 

In all our coating plants, the air above the machines 

is aspirated and purified. The released energy is then 

used to heat the ovens by means of heat exchang-

ers. Optimization of this process is one of the rea-

sons why our gas consumption has decreased over 

the years. 
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4I Waste & Recycling

We collect waste by type and carry it to approved 

processors.

• Packaging materials
Sioen only uses recyclable and/or reusable pack-

aging material.

Sioen is member of Val-I-Pack, which ensures con-

trolled management and recycling industrial pack- 

ing waste. In addition, we ask our suppliers to 

limit the amount of packaging material. Each 

year, Sioen processes packaging materials such as 

cardboard, PE foil and PMD. These are 100% recy-

clable.

• Hazardous waste
Hazardous wastes are the solvent residues from 

the coating process which are high caloric. 

This is minimal. In 2013, we carried about 520 

tons of hazardous waste to authorized proces-

sors. In 2012, this still amounted to 680 tons. This 

drastic reduction of nearly one quarter is due to 

investments in distillation installations.

• Recycling of raw materials
  Sioen Industries Group is very active in recycling 

in the production process itself:

›  Solvent recycling is done by distillation at Sioen 

coating plants. Solvent white spirit is used as 

cleaning agent of paste barrels. After use, the sol-

vent is distilled and reused. The sediment after 

distilling (a PVC residue) is sold as raw material 

for the production of floor tiles amongst others. 

 We use approx. 887 tons of white spirit in our

 production process/ year.

› DMF, used as the main solvent in the transfer 

coating process is being distilled and reused in 

the production process (739 ton/ year).

› Since December 2011 the new polyester recy-

cling unit is operational in Sioen Fibres. 

 This unit will enable us to recycle all polyes-

ter wastes such as hard lumps and yarns from 

the spinning-mill, selfedges and fabrics from 

the weaving mills and uncoated fabric remains 

from the Coating Division. As a result the spin-

ning-weaving-coating process will be virtually 

waste-free, resulting in a cleaner environment 

and a rational answer to ever increasing raw 

material prices and availability.

› In the calendering process, all production waste 

is being reused as raw material in the produc-

tion process (876 ton/ year).

› All packaging material is being recycled or 

 reused. Recycling data of 2013 included:

 cardboard 95 ton/year; wood 226 ton/year; 

 metal 157 ton/year; plastics 190 ton/year.

• Recycling of the end product
Sioen is actively trying to follow the latest tech-

nologies, possibilities and opportunities concern-

ing recyclable materials. Unfortunately today it is 

difficult to recycle most coated or laminated man-

made textiles because of their complex non homo-

geneous nature. 

Through our membership of IVk (www.ivk-europe.

com), we work on a recycleprogram VinylPlus: 

Epcoat. The recycling initiative within the scope 

of VinylPlus: Epcoat (coated fabrics) recovers by 

means of the collection and recovery system of IVk 

Europe an increasing amount of used PVC-coated 

textiles every year.
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5I Emissions
 
•	 The	 non	 methanic	 volatile	 organic	 compounds	

emissions are reduced to a minimum as most of 

these emissions are treated by thermal destruc-

tion with energy recovery in on site high perfor-

mance incinerators.

•	To	reduce	the	CO²	emissions	we	mainly	use	natu-

ral gas as combustible.

•	Also	read	point	4	on	page	32	regarding	DMF	and	

white spirit.

6I Transport

Raw materials and products have to be transported to 
and from our plants. We use three basic rules for this:

• Intercompany

Overseas: maximize container-transport oversea. 

Full trucks/containers or grouped transport. 

• Supply of raw materials

We try to purchase as close to the production 

plants as possible to limit transport.

• Delivery to customers

We don’t have our own trucks and use grouped 

transport which optimizes the volume and weight 

per truck and transport. In addition to our atten-

tion to Co2 footprint, we consider other extremely 

important criteria such as service level, reliability 

and costs. 

7I Other

• Maximize EN 14001, EU ECO-label, or Ökotex 

1000 (certified) or equivalent suppliers

  The signing of a declaration regarding the respect 

and implementation of our business principles 

is part of the vendor selection and evaluation 

process. Almost ¼ of our suppliers are ISO 14001, 

EU ECO-label, Ökotex 1000, or equivalent certified 

but a growing number can illustrate that they 

have an Environmental Management Plan.

• Traceable supply chain

The unique Work Order number from every pro-

duced batch, enables us to trace back to the 

batch numbers of all used raw materials. 

In most of the cases, we control the supply chain 

from fibre, over fabric, coating and finishing. 

We refer to the supply chain on page 18-19 of this 

annual report. 

We guarantee that we are fully REACH conformant.

REACH is the European Community Regulation on chemicals and their safe use. 

 It deals with the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical 

substances. Reach aims to enhance the human health and environment through a 

better and faster identification of the intrinsic properties of chemical substances. 
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Specifics of
the 3 Divisions

In this annual report, we try to give you for each product group as much relevant informa-
tion as possible. However, some info is very competition-sensitive and can’t be disclosed.

If you’d like more information on our products, check our website. You can find detailed descriptions, 

download catalogues and/or request additional information.
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World market leader in Coated textiles

The Coating Division is the world leader in coated technical textiles and is the first pil-
lar of the Sioen Industries group. Sioen manages the entire production process, from the 
yarn and pigment pastes to coating and processing the technical textiles. This provides the 
group with an undoubted competitive advantage and ensures technically sophisticated 
and high quality products. Capacity and flexibility, a highly automated production system, 
a permanent concern for quality, a strong spirit of innovation and a targeted research and 
development policy characterize the Coating Division.

Coating Division

57.4 % of total company sales I 676 persons I 9 companies I in 4 countries 

For more financial info on this division, read page 65, 111-112 of this annual report. Read more on product 

innovation on page 22-26. Check our website www.sioencoating.com for more product information.



Spinning

 

We have one of the most modern spinning mills in the world and spin yarns for various applications. 

16 000 tons of polyester chips per year are processed into high tenacity yarns. 

Division InformationAnnual report

1I Ropes & 
hoses

Characteristics:

Adhesive active finish, high strength to weight 

ratios

2I Geotextiles Characteristics:

High tenacity, high modulus and low creep 

properties keeping soil and rock in their place

3I Conveyor 
belts

Characteristics: 

Adhesive active finish enhances 

rubber adhesion properties

4I Offshore 
mooring

Characteristics: 

Marine finish application, high strength to 

weight ratios, abrasion resistance to increase 

durability and life expectancy

HOW

WHAT
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Weaving

 

We manufacture light-weight to heavy fabrics to a width of 4 meters. On more than 250 weaving looms, 

we are capable of converting a wide range of raw materials such as polyester, polyamide, para-aramide, 

meta-aramide, polypropylene, polyethylene, DuPont™ Nomex® (1), and others. Monofilaments, multi-fil-

aments as well as spun fibres and adhesion activated yarns can be applied in counts from 20dTex till 

6600dTex, twisted or untwisted.

Recycling spinning and weaving: please read page 32 of this annual report on how we recycle polyester.

1I Sailing/ Nautical Fully customized 

products. These are 

non-coated technical 

textiles, a specialty of our 

weaving mills

4I Food Teabags

2I Automotive Production of airbag 

fabric
5I Internal use Support for 

coating

3I Filtration For the food industry, 

heavy duty industry and 

chemical industry 

(1) DuPontTM and Nomex® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates

WHAT

HOW

FOOD 

APPROVED
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+

Coating

1I Sailing/ Nautical Fully customized 

products. These are 

non-coated technical 

textiles, a specialty of our 

weaving mills

4I Food Teabags

2I Automotive Production of airbag 

fabric
5I Internal use Support for 

coating

3I Filtration For the food industry, 

heavy duty industry and 

chemical industry 

Coating is covering a substrate (nylon, polypropylene, polyester, polyamide, cotton, wool, woven or 

non-woven fabrics or sheets), with a product (PVC, Polyurethane, silicone or amongst others), to alter 

and enhance its physical properties and appearance. Sioen Industries has eight coating lines (5 in 

belgium, 2 in France and 1 in Portugal) and group 5 coating techniques. 

 

We make your product: any polymer on any carrier, with any coating 

technology, in any colour or width and in any aspect for all your applications.

1I Direct coating

2I Transfer coating

The PVC coating paste is directly applied 

to the fabric in four layers.

Applications: a.o. side curtains, tilts and tarpau-

lins for trucks, railway wagons and containers, 

sports mats, swimming pool covers, textile archi-

tecture, publicity banners.

The coating paste 

(PU, silicone, etc.) is 

applied to the fabric via 

a paper carrier.

Applications: a.o. protective 

clothing, outdoor sports cloth-

ing, shoe protectors, mattress 

protectors, airbags.

With online coating the open 

fabric is dipped in a coating bath 

once it comes off the loom.

Applications: a.o. geogrids, swimming 

pool covers, reinforcement nets, windbreak 

nets, filters.

3I Online coating4I Melt coating

5I Calendering (rolling)

Through melt coating we produce a film 

out of different polymers which is then 

laminated onto a carrier. This carrier can 

be a textile, a felt, knitted fabric, another 

film or paper.

Applications: a.o. ventilation, geotextiles, 

technical textiles for sewer renovation.

We manufacture TPO 

(Thermoplastic POlyole-

fin) and PVC films which are 

embossed to give the film a 

textured aspect.

Applications: a.o. car 

dashboards, door panels, 

sun visors, wall coverings and 

pond liners.
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1I Transportation Our customers are distributors and manufacturers 

who in turn serve trailer builders, carriers and leasing 

companies. We offer a unique quality that guarantees 

safety and security. Our R&D team continuously devel-

ops additional features with high added value. We are 

absolute market leader in this mature market.

2I Agriculture This is a highly technical market where certification 

(kiwa a.o.) often is required. by definition with high 

entry barriers for potential new players, and different 

approach than traditional business-to-business sell-

ing. Technical knowhow and engineering ensures that 

Sioen is growing in this segment every year.

3I Food Technical textiles offer a very cost-effective alternative 

for the temporary or permanent storage of all kinds of 

food-liquids. This too is a highly technical market, often 

constrained by various standards and regulations, 

which we master to the extreme. Our range consists of 

technical textiles that can contain, among others, oils 

and fats, fertilizers, manure, milk, detergents and water. 

This growing market is highly technical and our R&D 

people and technicians develop tailor made solutions. 

4I bio-energy Much of our R&D effort goes into developing techni-

cal textiles that can be used in the generation of green 

energy. A fast growing segment where we estimate 

growth multiplication in the coming years. Due to our 

high performing R&D team, we are ahead of competi-

tion in all of these applications. In some applications, 

such as for growing algae, we even have patents. 

WHAT

Applications: Side curtains, rooftops, tarpaulins, security systems (carapax, siosteel, coasecure, airtube) 

Applications: biogas containers, manure containment, flexible tanks, heavy duty machine protection, 

oil booms, stable construction

Applications: Flexible containers, filters

Applications: Algae growing, fog-harvesting, windmills, solar panels, biogas containers
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5I Advertising This is the collective name for printable technical 

textiles. In stadiums, at fairs, on buildings, on nadars 

during races and events, inflatable finishing lines, 

on side-curtains of trucks, a.o. Sioen retains a strong 

brand name that stands for quality. Asia is one 

of our largest markets for this product. For new 

developments in this segment, see page 25 of this 

annual report.

6I Construction We are highly active in the construction segment. 

This area still offers many opportunities for growth. 

Our products offer alternatives to traditional raw 

materials or strengthen existing construction materi-

als. Sioen will continue to focus R&D efforts on textile 

architecture. For developments in 2013, see page 24 

of this annual report (dropstop, vegetative wall, light-

weight, backings, reinforcement)

7I Geotextiles Geotextiles are fabrics for use in/around/on the soil and 

have the ability to separate, filter, reinforce, protect, or 

drain. A very technical market. These textiles can be both 

coated and uncoated, woven or felt, open or closed, with 

or without a carrier.

8I Industry This segment includes many customized products. 

The volumes are in general not very high in this 

segment.

Applications: Facade, roof reinforcement, pond, insulation, ventilation, fences, waterproofing, wall coverings, 

films for ceilings, wind breakers, acoustic interior felts, anti condensation felt

Applications: Drainage pipes, reinforcement grids

Applications: Frontlits, backlits, blockout, mesh, textile touch

Applications: Filters, sewer lining, breathable, non wovens for composites
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9I Sports We were first to bring to market a full range of 

phthalate-free technical textiles for play and sports 

mats, where the mouth can come into contact with 

the mat. We also produce a unique and exclusive anti-

skid technical textile for the backside of sports mats. 

Technical knowledge, excellent reproducibility are 

driving the continued growth of this segment.

10I Automotive In the automotive world we operate in ‘car interior 

solutions’ and offer additional laser cutting service. 

The automotive industry is a major, but highly 

competitive, industry. As a European manufacturer, we 

offer a quick and highly targeted service and develop 

new, innovative products. We offer our customers an 

extra service in the form of laser cutting.

11I Custom 
production

Sioen Industries also serves smaller, very technical 

markets with highly customized technical textiles. 

Examples include technical textiles and films for oil 

dams, sewers, handbags and sports bags, packaging 

and mattress protectors. Each product has its own 

characteristic and unique technical requirements. 

Depending on the product, Sioen is either market leader 

or a smaller niche player. Volumes in these markets are 

smaller, but with their complex and technical nature and 

high added value, these products offer a larger margin.

Applications: Pool covers, boat covers, camping tents, children playgrounds, all kinds of sports mats, 

backings anti-skid

Applications: Dashboards, sunvisors, doorpanels, trunk curtains, airbags, ski bags

Applications: Technical textiles and films for oil dams, sewers, handbags and sports bags, packaging and 

mattress protectors
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Other products & services

1I Manufacture
of felts and
filters

Sioen specializes in producing needlefelt and derived 
products such as filter cloths and complete ready-to-
use filter systems. You will find applications in any of 
the following product segments: filters used in the 
food industry (a.o. in sugar refineries, breweries), heavy 
industry and metallurgy, mining, petrol stations, paper 
processing, cement companies, the chemicals indus-
try, municipal water purification and post combustion 
plants. We also manufacture acoustic and thermal 
insulation felt.

2I kadors kadors are used in conjunction with a coated tex-

tile and enable the user to slide the textile through a 

profile. Over the years we have built an unquestioned 

international reputation in kadors. 

3I Cutting, 
punching, 
welding 
& lasercutting

Our company Coatex cuts all kinds of technical 

textiles. For instance airbags, door panels, sun visors, 

etc. Textiles are cut on four high-tech laser cutting 

machines. Several layers are cut simultaneously, 

enabling us to process very large volumes very quickly.

4I Pond We produce and process pond liners. We weld films 

and create large ponds, basins or other water-

retaining structures. 
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European market leader in technical Apparel

Sioen Apparel is an innovative producer with a broad range of high end technical protective 
clothing. These garments comply with the most stringent European norms and regulations 
for, amongst others, rainwear, high visibility, flame retardant, anti-static and arc resistant 
clothing and chemical protection.

We offer customers an integrated mix of different products and services. Quality and 
flexibility go together with profitability and added value. Constant innovation has made 
us the European market leader. Although competition is severe, Sioen has in 2013 once 
again been able to grow in all segments of the Apparel Division. 

Apparel Division

30.5 % of total company sales I 3 131 persons I 11 companies I in 8 countries 

For more financial info on this division, read page 65, 111-112 of this annual report. Read more on product 

innovation on page 22-26. Check our website www.sioenapparel.com for more product information.



The Sioen Industries Apparel Division is a head-to-tail organization, with production facilities in Tunisia, 

Romania, France, Ireland and Indonesia. Development, R&D, purchasing, production planning and sales, 

distribution and after-sales are located in Ardooie (b) and in Mouscron (b). because our products are so 

technical, we have extensive testing equipment in our laboratories. R&D is directed from the research and 

development centre at our main office. Our production plants are state-of-the-art and the people who 

work there have many years of experience. Punctual delivery and superior quality are our top priority.

 

 

Sioen is active in many different markets where people work daily in circumstances where safety, comfort 

and protection are major issues. Examples are: fire fighters clothing, chainsaw protection, floatation suits, 

bullet proof vests, gowns and drapes for operating theatres. 

1I Multi-layering concept Base layer - workwear - thermal layer - protection layer

This concept signifies that multiple, interactive layers of clothing are used 

together. Each layer has its own complementary function to produce       

         various features simultaneously in one piece of clothing.

2I Multi-norm concept Multi-norm products offer protection in especially hazardous 

environments, such as accidental flames and explosive atmospheres 

(anti-static garments) and chemicals.

Division InformationAnnual report

HOW

Two major concepts lead this division:

WHAT

For more information on our production facilities and workers, we refer to page 27-29 of this annual report.

You can also download our entire ethical charter from our website.
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1I Main markets

The professional market is 

very broad and includes  

everyone working in sectors 

such as agriculture, chemicals 

and petrochemicals, food, 

construction or road 

building. Our technical 

protective clothing range 

for professionals is extensive 

and consists of several 

layers. Underwear, T-shirts, 

fleeces, jackets and trousers, 

coveralls,... 

Cold & Wind
Fleeces, soft-shells and body-warmers offer 

warmth and comfort in cold weather. 

The clothing is compatible with our rain gear 

thanks to the Interchangeable Lining System 

(I.L.S.).

Rain
Our rain wear: jackets, trousers, suits and coveralls 

will keep users dry and comfortable even in the 

wettest conditions.

Body-wear
T-shirts and long underwear in different fabrics. 

because of its modern style, cut and fit this body 

wear can easily and comfortably be worn under-

neath our other smart clothing.

High-visibility 
Hi-vis clothing has highly reflective properties 

or a colour that is easily discernible from any 

background. Improved visibility greatly reduces 

accident rates. 

Cold storage/ Food
Especially developed clothing for cold storage 

warehouses and for use in the food industry.
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Multi-norm

Sioen produces professional multi-norm clothing.

These are garments complying with different European norms such as for 

limited flame spread, heat protection, use in welding and allied processes, 

exposure to liquid chemicals and so on.
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2I Specific markets

We are growing in these 

highly technical markets 

every year. 

Focus on the customer, 

market intelligence, know-

how, the most effective test 

equipment and a high level 

expertise about norms and 

standards are only a few of 

our advantages.

Sip Protective clothing for forestry 

We are the market leader in this segment. Our 

products are considered as the safest available 

solutions, offering also very good value for money. 

SIP® products are innovative, comfortable, safe and 

reliable. 

Vidal Fire fighters clothing

We offer the widest range of life protecting 

solutions, combining the highest protection level 

with the best comfort. Our strong focus on quality 

through all stages of the product, translates into 

long garment life and maximum protection in 

extreme circumstances.

Mullion Flotation and buoyancy suits 
Due to the well appreciated quality of the Mullion 

products within our customer care, we realise further 

growth. With the extended product range this growth 

path will be continued.

Sio-Med Medical clothing

Sio-med offers a total package of reusable gowns 

and drapes for operating theatres.

SAT Sioen Armour technology

Through a carefully developed range of bullet 

proof and stab resistant body armours, SAT has a 

solid position in different European countries. both 

tender and distribution business are covered with 

this high quality product range. We search for the 

best combination of protection and comfort of our 

bullet- and stab-proof vests.

http://www.mullion-pfd.com/

http://www.sioenarmour.com/

http://sip-protection.com/en

http://www.vidal-protection.com/
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http://www.mullion-pfd.com/

http://www.sioenarmour.com/

http://sip-protection.com/en

http://www.vidal-protection.com/
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3I Leisure markets

We produce garments 

for leading sports and 

leisure brands. both our 

production facilities and 

our after-sales services offer 

the level of know-how that 

strong brands demand.

Baleno
baleno is the Sioen brand for modern, comfortable 

yet functional sports and leisure wear. This range is 

specifically designed for the protection of outdoor 

sports and leisure, for hunters and fishermen. 

Private label
We produce sportswear for famous brands

(ski, surf, cycling, running, trekking, a.o.)

Outdoor

Dog activitiesTravel

Hunting Fishing
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Specialist in fine chemicals

The third division of the group is part of the vertical integration process. Initially this divi-
sion produced only products for captive use in the Coating Division. Today the Chemicals 
Division is a separate entity, with 70% of turnover consisting of sales to third parties. 

In a market with many chemicals giants, Sioen Chemicals is a genuine niche specialist. Our 
customer focus, combined with expertise and know-how and the ability to deliver small, 
medium- sized and large volumes, give us a strong competitive advantage.

Chemicals Division

12.1 % of total company sales I 150 persons I 2 companies I in 2 countries 

For more financial info on this division, read page 65, 111-112 of this annual report. Read more on product 

innovation on page 22-26. Check our website www.sioenchemicals.com for more product information.



All production of the Chemicals Division is centralized in bornem (b) and in Lomme (F). In belgium we 

produce pigment pastes, varnishes and inks. Our French facility (Richard Colorants) produces pigments 

for D.I.Y. stores. We produce mainly custom made products, tailored to the customers wishes. We handle 

large quantities of TiO2, Carbon black, DINP, DINCH, organic and inorganic pigments, MEk, antimony and 

others. Our markets are a multitude of industries and applications, including seed colouring, automo-

tive, flexfoam, wall paper, packaging, tarpaulins, digital printing, silicone pastes and many others. 

 

We use high-speed mixers and dissolvers for the dispersion of pigment pastes and process a wide range 

of chemicals according to the most stringent health and safety requirements. Our R&D centres are 

equipped with lab versions of our industrial installations, allowing rapid scaling up from lab to indus-

trial manufacturing.

Division InformationAnnual report

Reach compliant: please read page 33 of this annual report.

HOW

WHAT
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Baticolor Water and solvent based 

pigment pastes for 

decorative coatings.

Embapur This polyurethane-based 

pigment paste is used to 

colour artificial leather, PU 

foam and technical textiles. 

Embaplast Pigment pastes in different 

carriers for colouring 

fabrics, artificial leather, 

floors and wall coverings.

Alkycolors based on alkyd pigment 

paste for industrial 

coatings.

Aquacolors Water-based pigment 

preparation for paint, chalk, 

paper.

Wood colours Paste that approximates a 

wood colour.

1I Pigment pastes

We serve specific niche markets with our paste preparations. These pastes can be used for colouring furniture, 

fabrics, flooring, paint and polyurethane foam.

Si-floor Water and solvent based 

pigment pastes for flooring 

applications (PVC).

Si-plast Solvent based inks for 

gravure printing on 

plastics. 

Si-wall Water based inks for wall 

paper manufacturing.

Si-décor Water and solvent based 

inks for decorative 

applications.

Si-base Water based pigment 

preparation for paint, chalk, 

paper.

2I Decorative inks

Our inks colour different materials. Think of wallpaper, laminated flooring, windows and doors, tables, 

cupboards, a.o.
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4I Digital printing inks 

Sioen produces a new generation 

of inks for large format printers. 

Our range includes eco solvent inks, 

mild solvent inks, hard solvent inks 

and UV inks.

Embacryl Solvent-based coating 

lacquer.

Anti-dirt varnish This varnish prevents dust 

from attaching to truck 

curtains, but equally well to 

tents, houses, windows, a.o.

Anti-graffiti varnish This varnish we devel-

oped primarily for painting 

trucks. It also works very 

well, however, on houses, 

signs, trams, trains, a.o.

3I Varnishes

Sioen also produces varnishes for various applications, the main one being the varnishing of coated textiles.

5I D.I.Y. 

We produce pigment pastes 

and special chemicals such as 

paint remover and cleaning 

agents for D.I.Y. stores. 

For developments in 2013, see 

page 25 of this annual report.
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